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Timestamp Event Description 

2:44 Early Life 

Poland, Bedzin, Orthodox Jewish school, yeshiva, public 
school, zionist organization, politics, Jewish paper, father, 
annexation, Austria, Czechoslovakia, hate, speeches, 
propaganda 

8:46 
Invasion and 
Occupation 

War, German troops, Polish Army, Jewish people, Judenrat, 
Jewish community, laws, synagogue, murder, fear, ruins, 
burnt charred bodies, mass grave, food, black market, 
roundups, disappearance, German Army, work, shoe factory, 
father, food rations, ration cards, 1940 

18:39 Bedzin Ghetto 

Jewish council, militia, shooting, Nazi, roundups, work camp, 
selection, children, elderly, women, ID cards, living quarters, 
towns and villages, cousin, SS functionaries, Auschwitz, front 
lines, family, brother, sister, father, mother, hiding, uncle, 
trapdoor, neighbors, capture, last words, sister 

30:46 
Deported to 
Auschwitz 

Art, drawings, striped uniforms, transit camps, Auschwitz 
Sub camp, Luftwaffe, synthetic gasoline plant, POWs, English 
prisoners, Canadians, Jewish prisoners, hard labor, counting, 
workforce, extermination, errand boy, painting, beating, 
espionage, court, Kapo, German civilians, German foreman, 
food, coffee, roll call, escape, public hangings, Allied 
bombing, sirens, concrete bunkers, Jewish inmates, shoes, 
appelplatz 

39:38 Camp Liquidation 

Russian Army, evacuation, Tyrol Mountains, shootings, 
witnesses, camp liquidation, death march, cold, snow, local 
populations, SS, guns, SS dogs, tattoo, brother, bayonets, 
cattle trains, Dachau, Munich, political prisoners, trains, 
sleep, death, frostbite, Red Cross, packages, soap, cigarettes, 
food, softening of German Guards, trading, father, sister 

45:26 Liberation 

American soldier, Red Cross, overeating, death, German 
woman, bed, doctor, hospital, Munich, nuns, tuberculosis 
institution, Christmas gifts, relapse, cousins, convalescent 
home, brother 

49:41 
Immigrating to 
America 

Israel, America, cousin, Philadelphia, Seattle, English 
language, shoe factory, top stitch, wife, layoff, Gratz College, 
teaching 

53:42 Final Thoughts 
Close families, Judaism, Jewish Studies, fighting for life, 
wishing for death, luck, rescuers, escape, partisans, God, 
religion, hatred, religious hatred, bigotry 


